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Abstract Collaborative spatial decision making (CSDM) involves multiple stake-
holders making strategic decisions based on spatial data. Current CSDM tools have
been exploring different ways to integrate spatial data with collaboration, distribution
and mobility. Notably, decision-making support has not seen the same level of atten-
tion. This paper discusses the challenges raised by the integration of decision-making
models in CSDM tools. We review a large collection of decision-making models
using three different views: sequential, dynamic and continuous. From this review
we derive a conceptual model and a set of functional requirements necessary to inte-
grate decision-making support in CSDM tools. The conceptual model highlights the
importance of several functions in decision-making processes: representing problems,
finding alternatives and making choices (sequential view); classification and commu-
nication (dynamic view); and perception, comprehension and projection (continuous
view). The paper also describes a prototype developed to validate the model. The paper
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provides two main research contributions: a unified view of decision-making support
and an innovative CSDM tool blending spatial data with decision-making support.

Keywords Collaborative spatial decision making · Decision making models ·
Collaboration support

1 Introduction

This study is motivated by the aim to develop a collaborative tool supporting e-planning
(Arias et al. 2000). E-planning is the label adopted by a wide-ranging research agenda
addressing the interaction between information technology and planning, including
various key concerns such as territorial management, policy making, governance,
citizenship and participation (Curwell et al. 2005). Our mission was supporting a group
of stakeholders (architects, urban designers, city planners, public administrators, and
social and political scientists) collaboratively developing city plans.

E-planning is a complex task involving various types of geographically related
data, including physical infrastructure, environment and landscape, land use, human
and organizational presence, economic data and crime statistics, just to mention a few
(Stevens et al. 2007). It is context-dependent, as the stakeholders are expected to change
along the exploratory process. And it is also a prolonged process, which may cycle
through several stages, but that should necessarily evolve towards a concrete plan.
Thus an e-planning tool should combine various types of information with various
types of tasks in a coherent but flexible decision-making process.

The integration between spatial data, collaboration and decision-making is rela-
tively recent. The research community refers to it as collaborative spatial decision
making (CSDM) (Rinner 2006; Rinner et al. 2008). On the one hand, CSDM expands
geographical information systems (GIS) with new ways to collect spatial data, to relate
spatial data with other types of data, and to display and analyse all this data according
with their geographical context (MacEachren 2005; MacEachren et al. 2005, 2006). On
the other hand, CSDM builds upon GIS with decision-making models and processes,
task coordination, collaboration, and new types of collaboration data like talks, chats,
discussions, negotiations, and brainstorms (Arnott and Pervan 2005; Jankowski 2009).

Though research has been showing that it is very difficult to integrate decision-
making support in collaborative systems. Zurita et al. (2008) refer the lack of inter-
operability with other tools commonly used by organizations. Briggs et al. (2003)
highlight their inherent lack of generality: decision-making support must be carefully
engineered for sustainable success within a particular group accomplishing a specific
task. Uran and Janssen (2003) point out the design problems resulting from meeting
specifications that are not clearly linked to the decision problems these systems are
expected to support.

Briggs et al. (2001) emphasize the social dimension of the problem, saying that
the technology must be perceived as useful and easy to use in order to be successful.
Kolfschoten et al. (2009) also highlight emotional factors such as satisfaction with
the process and the results, and commitment to the process. Munkvold and Anson
(2001) emphasize the organizational dimension of the problem, identifying manage-
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ment support, the role of project champions and formalized project plans as critical
success factors.

Gray and Mandiwalla (1999) adopt a more theoretical stance, stating that the main
problem lies in an insufficient interplay between computer science, behavioural sci-
ence, and management science. For instance, a strict attention on assessing existing
technology forgets that computing tools are permanently evolving. The strict focus
on tool development disregards the accumulated knowledge about group behaviour,
participation and decision-making. And the strict focus on management issues neces-
sarily overlooks that computing tools raise unexpected opportunities for redesigning
work activities.

In this paper we address CSDM using Gray and Mandiwalla’s eclectic view. Our
research is influenced by technical challenges posed by the integration of spatial data
with decision modelling and collaboration. But it is also highly influenced by the
necessity to bring together the best practices found in behavioural and management
sciences.

We have structured our research according with three consecutive goals: (1) review
existing models, considering different assumptions about the nature of decision-
making processes; (2) derive a conceptual model capable to integrate these different
views and identify a set of requirements for developing CSDM tools; and (3) validate
the conceptual model in an innovative CSDM tool. The remaining text is organized as
follows. In the following section, we review a large collection of models, emphasizing
the sequential, dynamic and continuous characteristics of decision-making processes.
In section three we discuss the main communalities we find in the reviewed models and
propose a unifying conceptual model. In section four we review a collection of CSDM
tools using the conceptual model. This highlights the main advantages of having a uni-
fied model, which facilitates tool comparisons and serves to identify omissions and
opportunities. In section five we describe how the conceptual model influenced the
e-planning tool development. We conclude the paper with a synthesis and discussion
of the obtained results.

2 Overview of Decision-Making Models

We organize this overview according with three complementary perspectives we iden-
tify in the research literature: sequential view, characterizing the progressive nature of
decision-making processes; dynamic view, which brings forward the dynamic context
of the decision-making process; and continuous view, which emphasizes decision-
making as a dynamically coupled activity.

2.1 Sequential View

Many models have been proposed to explain the structure of decision-making
processes. One highly influential perspective is the Subjective Expected Theory
(Ramsey 1931; Fishburn 1981). Basically this theory considers that rational people,
when facing a set of alternatives and outcomes, will start by defining a utility func-
tion and then determine which choices should be elected. This theory is the basis for
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what has been designated normative approach to decision making under uncertainty
(Fishburn 1981).

Other theories follow this normative approach. For instance, the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) (Saaty 2008) recommends breaking down the problems into sets of
decision elements and then collecting data regarding these elements, estimating the
relative weights of decision elements, and finally aggregating the relative weights to
obtain a set of ratings for the decision alternatives.

Simon (1987, 1997) criticized the normative approach for its perfect utility-
maximizing rationality, emphasizing that in real-world organizations people do not
have the perfect conditions necessary to frame the problems, define criteria and eval-
uate the alternatives in a systematic way. This occurs because problems are complex,
evaluation processes face multiple constraints and the solutions are often politically
influenced. For that reason Simon proposed the Problem Solving Model, which breaks
down the decision-making process in three stages: representing the problem, analysing
alternatives and making choices (these elements are often designated intelligence,
design and choice). Simon suggests that these three stages are not necessarily fol-
lowed in turn, as often the decision makers have to go back and forth, but they may
nevertheless be found in any decision process.

Two fundamental concepts necessary to understand the Problem Solving Model
are heuristics and the notion of satisficing. Heuristics explain why decision makers
often diverge from the normative approach by simplifying the search for alternatives
through compromises and rules of thumb. The notion of satisficing explains why
decision makers often do no aspire to maximize utility but instead just seek to satisfy
reasonable conditions for their solutions.

Many other theories further elucidate the activities done in each one of the Simon’s
stages. For instance, the Cooperative Decision Making model (Wong 1994) introduces
the importance of negotiating conflicts when analysing alternatives. The Participatory
Decision Making model (Kaner 1996) highlights that decision makers should work
in a divergent mode while representing problems but should converge when making
choices. The Collaboration Engineering approach (Kolfschoten and de Vreede 2009),
which has been investigating the detailed design of decision-making processes, pro-
poses a collection of generic (or patterned) activities that may be adopted in each
one of the Simon’s stages. In this collection we may find activities such as generate,
reduce, clarify, organize, evaluate and build consensus.

Bringing forward the geographical context of the decision-making process, we note
that spatial data may support any activity conducted at any of the three stages discussed
above, even though the relationships between spatial data and problem representation
seem stronger, as this stage emphasizes data collection and analysis. Figure 1 provides
a brief summary of the models described above.

2.2 Dynamic View

The dynamic view challenges the previously discussed models on the assumption that
very often problems have a dynamic nature that forbids a sequential approach. This
argument is emphasized by the recognition primed decision making (RPDM) theory
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Fig. 1 Sequential view

(Klein 2008), which most distinctive characteristic is regarding decision making as
highly dependent on time pressure, uncertainty, ill-defined goals, life and economic
threats, and other external conditions affecting people in naturalistic settings.

This approach, instead of trying to define how decisions should be structured, seeks
to understand how decisions are actually made. In particular, RPDM has been applied
to understand emergency management teams such as fire-fighters (Mendonça and
Wallace 2004). RPDM stresses three fundamental components of decision-making:
experience the situation, recognize and classify, and react to the situation. Action plays
a very significant role in this model because it is considered a fundamental decision-
making strategy aiming at better understanding the problem situation as it evolves
through time.

Departing from a completely different frame of reference, but also adopting a
dynamic perspective over the decision-making process, we find the soft systems
methodology (SSM) (Checkland and Poulter 2006). SSM proposes a conceptual
approach to decision making based on research in action, where wicked problems
cannot be completely solved, because they are not fully understood, but instead they
are iteratively situated, modelled, debated, accommodated and then acted upon in mul-
tiple trial and search cycles. As with RPDM, SSM emphasizes action as a fundamental
driver for decision making, instead of analysis and structure.

We finally observe that the geographical context may be related with the recognition
phase, since spatial data may help better situating problems in their physical world.
Figure 2 overviews the discussed models.

2.3 Continuous View

Decision-making should also be regarded as a collection of activities affected by
almost invisible individual and collaborative functions (Fisher and Dourish 2004).
One of the earliest models addressing this view is the Stimulus-Organism-Response
model (Card et al. 1983). It regards humans as information-processing machines where
events ignite cognitive activities, followed by physical actions, which in turn originate
new events. In this model, decision-making is a sequential endeavor systematically
adjusted through feedback information.

The Stimulus-Organism-Response has been highly influential but is no longer
widely accepted. More recent proposals regard humans as information processing
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Fig. 2 Dynamic view

systems, where the relationships between events, actions and feedback become much
more complex (Yamanaka and Kawakami 2011). In particular, the contextual control
model (COCOM) (Hollnagel and Woods 2005) suggests that events and actions are
dynamically coupled in a continuum of permanent context determination and action
planning. As such, decision-making should be seen as continuous rather than discreet.

Another approach that explores the complexity of humans as information-
processing systems is the Sensemaking theory (Weick et al. 2005). This theory high-
lights that the decision-making process depends on the equivocal perceptions and
cognitive biases of the sensemakers. In particular, the Sensemaking theory defines
two functions, enactment and retention, which influence how individuals decide to
salient some aspects of a problem and not others. The retention function is particu-
larly relevant because it underlines that past views of the situation influence the future
views. The enactment function is related with what cues people decide to extract from
available information.

Overall, we observe that the continuous flow of cognitive activities is permanently
supported by action and feedback information. Actually, the reviewed models hint
that the notion of feedback may be quite restrictive. For instance, the Sensemaking
theory considers that enactment is influenced by a mixture of attention, struggle for
alertness, reflection, trial-and-error learning, and sense of retrospect (Weick 2001).
Perhaps the best notion capable to elucidate these cognitive phenomena is situation
awareness (Endsley et al. 2003): the perception of the elements in the environment,
the comprehension of the current situation, and the projection of future status.

We observe that the geographical context is related with this continuous view in
several ways. First, spatial data may provide important cues to situation awareness, for
instance highlighting important features of the physical world. Second, CSDM tools
may support the retention of information elements manipulated by users. Finally,
CSDM tools may stimulate dynamic coupling through dynamic data visualization.

In Fig. 3 we present a visual representation of the reviewed models. It should how-
ever be noted that this representation does not convey the whole richness of the refer-
enced models. This figure primarily serves to highlight how problems and solutions
are dynamically coupled and to suggest how spatial data may support such dynamic
coupling.
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Fig. 3 Continuous view

Fig. 4 Conceptual model

3 Conceptual Model and Design Requirements

Based on the previous discussion, we now propose an integrated view of the decision
making process. The diagram shown in Fig. 4 integrates the main conceptual elements
we have discussed in the previous section. Since most concepts are associated with
activities, we adopted Use Case diagrams to model their relationships.

We define the decision-making process as including one main activity, sequential
decision making, which reflects the importance generally attributed to the sequential
view. This activity includes three sub-activities:

• Represent the problem—Several authors suggest this type of activity should be
accomplished in a divergent mode (Briggs et al. 2003).

• Find alternatives—We do not find guidance from the research literature indicating
in what mode this type of activity should be accomplished (Fjermestad and Hiltz
1999).

• Make choices—Several authors suggest a convergent mode for this type of activity
(Briggs et al. 2003).
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Then we consider two extensions to the decision-making activity: dynamic and
continuous decision-making. We regard them as extensions because they have more
restricted applicability than the sequential view. The former addresses situations where
decision-making is constrained by dynamic factors such as lack of time, while the
latter addresses cases where continuous adjustments to the decision making process
are necessary, such as for instance in command and control operations.
The dynamic decision-making use case includes the following activities:

• Recognition—Understand the problem situation through experience and knowl-
edge. Here we distinguish two main sub-activities mentioned in the discussed
models: classify, i.e. organize information according with salient features; and
communicate, addressing the interaction between the decision-makers necessary
to understand the situation.

• Action—As previously stated, actions stimulate an active understanding of the
physical world and therefore should be regarded as a decision-making strategy.

And we finally define one main activity for the continuous decision-making use case:

• Situation awareness—Set up by three sub-activities: maintaining a permanent
account of the data elements relevant to the problem situation; perceiving their
relationships with the physical environment; and understanding their possible evo-
lution according with time through trial-and-error.

Based on this conceptual model, we may now derive some requirements for inte-
grating spatial data with the decision-making process.

R1.a CSDM tools should contextualize spatial data with information relative to the
decision-making stages where such data is produced and exploited.

As we have seen, making decisions comprises three stages: represent the problem,
find alternatives and make choices. All these stages involve creating and managing
spatial data in different ways and with various purposes. We propose that CSDM tools
should explicit the sequence nature of the decision-making process and their corre-
sponding activities by establishing the link between the data and the stages where data
is produced and exploited. Of course, this should be accomplished in a non-prescriptive
way, retaining the decision makers’ capacity to design the decision-making process
according with their own objectives and goals. Basically, this requirement suggests
augmenting spatial data with a structured view of the decision-making process.

R1.b CSDM tools should support sequential design of the decision-making process.

This requirement corresponds to an extension of the previous one. If decision-
making processes can be designed in so many different ways, then CSDM tools should
allow users to explicitly design the process. This way both data and process manage-
ment will be effectively integrated.

R2.a CSDM tools should support dynamic problem recognition through feature clas-
sification of spatial data.

Classifying salient features of the problem situation is a main characteristic
of the dynamic view of the decision-making process. CSDM tools may combine
geographical-oriented and problem-oriented features in spatial data.
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R2.b CSDM tools should support dynamic problem recognition through the combi-
nation of spatial data with communication-oriented information.

Another salient characteristic of the dynamic view is the interaction between the
decision-makers to debate, accommodate perspectives, analyse influential factors, and
delineate actions to overcome the problem situation. CSDM tools may combine spatial
data with this communication-oriented information.

R.3 CSDM tools should exploit spatial data management to build situation awareness.

Feedback, disturbances and ecological changes are necessary to engage the deci-
sion makers in a continuous flow of situation awareness and action; and spatial data
should provide the adequate context for this realization. The collaborative dimension of
decision-making processes mandates that situation awareness should be foraged from
the whole group of decision makers. Since decision-making processes also involve data
management, as mentioned above, it is reasonable to consider that data management
should supply the stimuli necessary to build situation awareness.

We already pointed out that situation awareness involves the perception of the
elements in the environment, the comprehension of the current situation, and the pro-
jection of future status. Spatial data should support these different types of awareness.
CSDM tools can deliver cues about the objects present in the environment, who is inter-
acting with those objects, and what the participants are actually doing, thus supporting
perception.

The comprehension of the current situation requires complementing these cues with
a broader interpretation of the decision-making process. That is, the technology should
be able to contextualize spatial data with the sequential decision-making activities that
have been accomplished along the process. Finally, the capacity to project the future
status may also be supported with spatial data. For instance, spatial data may be used
to retain comments and notes about how the decision process is enfolding and what is
the projected outcome.

4 Assessing Current CSDM Functionality

In this section we analyse a collection of CSDM tools using the proposed conceptual
model. We adopted the following approach to analyse the related literature. First, we
started by collecting papers published in journals, conferences and workshops on the
subject of enabling work on spatial data while simultaneously making collaborative
decisions (MacEachren et al. 2005). This task allowed us to identify a set of 61 papers.
We then reduced our selection to papers focused on the analysis, design, development
and evaluation of CSDM tools, excluding papers centred on literature review, frame-
work and theory development, infrastructure support to CSDM and specific application
scenarios. A total of 18 papers were found to fulfil these criteria.

Based on the previous set, we elected seven tools as most representative of current
CSDM functionality. Tables 1 and 2 summarize our review of the selected applications.

From this selection we may now draw some observations and comments. Our
first observation is that none of the reviewed applications conveniently addresses
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Table 2 Literature analysis of CSDM requirements (part two)

R3: continuous view

Perception Comprehension Projection

Convertino et al. (2005) Activity awareness
indicators, change
icons and buddy list

Overview display
with filters
tailored for each
specific role

Not supported

Rinner (2006) Hypermap metaphor Visual access to
geo-argumentative
relations

Not supported

MacEachren et al. (2006) Multiple cursors Whiteboard with
objects that may
represent
physical entities

Specialized incident
management
objects, like incident
markers, roadblocks
and shelters

Convertino et al. (2007, 2008) Sidebar with shared
annotations, telepointer,
role-based indicators

Multiple layers of
geographical data

Not supported

Capata et al. (2008) Popup change
notifications sent to all
team members

Map overview Not supported

MacEachren and Brewer (2004) Members’ behavioural
cues, avatars, pointing
gestures

Split-screen views Temporal database
queries and time
series animation

Brewer et al. (2000) Depicts changes
over time, gestures

3D data representation
component

Queries at different
temporal scales

the sequential view of the decision-making process (R1.a and R1.b). Actually, only
MacEachren and Brewer (2004) refer the importance of managing various decision
stages, although such functionality is not implemented in the prototype.

Most applications support the classification activity through a database retaining
geospatial objects and associated symbols and annotations (R2.a). The communica-
tion requirement (R2.b) combines GIS functionality, such as mapping, selecting and
drawing, with communication objects like shared annotations, chatting, text editing,
and voice messages. From the group of reviewed applications, the most distinct one
combines GIS with an argumentation model (Rinner 2006).

Regarding situation awareness (R3), we note that perception seems to have received
significant attention from the developers, with multiple available mechanisms, such as
member awareness and activity awareness icons, change propagation markers, sidebars
and telepointers. Comprehension is also very rich, based on overviews, whiteboards,
screen layers and split screens. However, projection seems to be underdeveloped, being
restricted to temporal database queries. One notable exception implements specialized
situation awareness markers (MacEachren and Brewer 2004). More strategic features
could be implemented nonetheless.

This review illustrates how the conceptual model helps thinking about the decision-
making process, benchmarking different applications and identifying areas deserving
further developments. The review highlighted one area where to focus our design
efforts: sequential process design (R1.b). Such support is described in the next section.
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5 Developed Tool

5.1 Design Considerations

Our design considerations are strongly related with the requirements described in
the previous section. Like most reviewed CSDM tools, the e-planning tool offers
workspaces supporting map visualization and interaction. The map may be comple-
mented with several geographically related objects like sketches, drawings and free-
hand text contributed by the users. The map and associated objects materialize what
we have been designating in generic terms by spatial data.

Reflecting the conceptual model and derived requirements, the e-planning tool
was structured around three different workspaces: ideation, discussion and planning.
These workspaces explicit the three stages we defined in the sequential view of the
decision-making process.

Dedicated functionality supports process design. The component responsible for
such functionality is described later.

We define that ideation is divergent and discussion and planning are convergent.
This allows users’ free whiling and divergent thinking while gathering ideas, but
requests the users’ focus of attention while processing ideas and developing a final plan.
Consequently, the users work individually on ideation, and share the contents of the
discussion and planning workspaces. The ideation workspace allows users preparing
their ideas before sharing them with the others, which reduces free-riding, production
blocking and evaluation apprehension problems (Stroebe et al. 1992). The discussion
workspace serves to explore and refine ideas. Initially it only shows the map, but
allows copying contents from the ideation workspace. In this way the users may share,
organize and refine a set of ideas according with their geographical context.

The planning workspace is functionally equal to discussion. It is initially empty and
may be populated by copying contents from the discussion workspace. What makes
it different from the discussion workspace is that it addresses a different stage of the
decision-making process, being primarily intended to develop a final representation
of the decisions made by the group, although it can be used for other similar purposes.
For instance, if more than one alternative is generated in the discussion workspace,
the participants could explicitly rank the alternatives in the planning workspace.

Every workspace displays a map downloaded from Google Maps in the background
and visual objects created by the users on top. Several icons (seen to the left of Fig. 7
and also in Fig. 5) are available to access additional functionality for editing visual
objects, changing the current workspace, and other features like zoom-in and zoom-out
(see menus in Figs. 5 and 6).

The decision-makers can communicate about the problem situation through
sketching, drawing and writing over shared workspaces. We currently do not con-
sider other data types such as chatting or voice communication, mainly because the
tool is oriented to face-to-face collaboration. Feature classification is based on a data-
base of geographically related visual objects. This database logs the changes made to
the visual objects placed on top of the displayed map. This database supports version
control in order to allow reviewing how objects were created and changed along a
timeline.
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Fig. 5 At left, the tool running in iPad’s Safari browser. At right, the tool running in MacBook’s Chrome
browser

The users may individually or collectively cycle between the ideation-discussion-
planning workspaces whenever necessary or convenient. This avoids having a
prescriptive approach to the decision-making process. The literature shows that for
certain simple decisions only the fist stage is necessary, and therefore only the ideation
workspace may be used. More complex decisions may require using all workspaces.
We note again that there is no functional distinction between the discussion and plan-
ning workspaces. The different uses are more dependent on the implicit functionality
associated to the decision-making stage than the tool’s constraints.

Situation awareness is addressed at the perception, comprehension and projection
levels. At the perception level, the tool provides visual cues about object manipulations
done in shared workspaces, when creating and editing annotations and sketches, and
also when changing their properties like colour and thickness. The comprehension
and projection levels are related with process design and require discussing in more
detail how users design the decision-making process (Sect. 5.3).

5.2 Visualization and Interaction Support

The e-planning tool runs on most Web browsers (Chrome, Safari, Mozilla). Inter-
net access is necessary to work with the tool (more details in Sect. 5.4). Since the
tool is aimed at supporting geocollaboration, we developed it to operate with various
mobile devices like notebooks, tablets and smartphones. These mobile devices afford
having CSDM across physical locations, favouring face-to-face interaction during
the decision-making process and facilitating situation awareness through perception,
comprehension and projection of the physical place where work is being carried out.
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Fig. 6 At left, iPhone’s user interface. At right, iPad’s user interface

Besides the mobile scenario, the tool also supports other work settings like hav-
ing users face-to-face in one single location, either using one single physical device
attached to a large electronic whiteboard or having multiple physical devices pro-
jected over a large screen. The tools’ user interface was specifically developed to
accommodate electronic whiteboards supporting touch-screen interactions, besides
the traditional point-and-click interactions. A significant development effort has been
done to implement touch-screen gestures over typical Web browsers.

In order to describe in more detail the users’ interaction with the tool, we will
illustrate a simple case where five users are working on planning the most adequate
locations for placing bicycle rental stands and parking places in downtown Santiago
de Chile. This planning activity was set up with the purpose to explore the adoption
of ecological transportation in the city centre.

Of these five users, two use iPads, two use portable MacBooks and one uses an
iPhone. Figures 5 and 6 provide various views of the tool’s interface in these various
devices. The left side of Fig. 5 shows the tool running in the iPad’s Safari browser.
The left side of Fig. 6 shows the tool being used in the iPhone. The right side of Fig. 5
shows the tool being used in the MacBook’s Chrome browser. The right side of Fig. 6
shows the tool running in the iPad’s Safari browser.

Figure 5 shows how the tool displays information about who is currently partici-
pating in the working session (“User A” to “User D”). When a user joins a working
session, the tool automatically synchronizes the shared workspaces and associated
spatial data.
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Fig. 7 Left, several functions available to interact with the workspace. Right, picture shows various options
for managing snapshots

5.3 Sequential Process Design

As we have seen, the tool supports three decision-making stages, expressed as ideation,
discussion and planning. This is made explicit through what we designate mini-maps
(see the right columns in each interface shown in Figs. 5 and 6). The mini-maps serve
a dual purpose: (1) allowing users selecting the workspace they interact with, which
serves at the same time to specify what decision-making stage they wish to engage;
and (2) organizing the decision-making process as a sequence of steps defined within
these stages. Each step corresponds to a snapshot of the space and its visual objects
done at a particular point in time.

On the right side of the interfaces shown in Fig. 5, we may observe several ver-
tically aligned mini-maps, organized in three groups. The top ones are linked to the
ideation workspace, while the following ones are linked respectively to the discus-
sion and planning workspaces. The ideation mini-map is shown in more detail in the
interface shown at the right side of Fig. 5. It is also possible to observe two vertically
aligned snapshots, which were created by a user. Whenever the users interact with the
workspaces, the tool logs the events and stores them in the database as a snapshot.
Whenever the user activity on a workspace is suspended for a period of time, or the
users move between workspaces, a new snapshot is created. The users may navigate
the snapshots, maintaining this way a sequential view of their work.

Figure 5 shows two users adding sketches on the map in a convergent mode (dis-
cussion workspace), although the data has not yet been synchronized by the tool, since
the interface shown to the left displays a previous state. This occurs because the tool
synchronizes snapshots, not individual sketches, and they take time to synchronize.

Besides giving a sequential view of the users’ activities over time, the mini-maps
also simplify the selection and edition of objects using snapshots. The mini-maps
support vertical scrolling but do not use scrollbars to preserve space. Snapshots in a
mini-map can be selected by a single touch or mouse click. The mini-maps may be
hidden/shown with a menu option located at the upper-left side of the mini-map. This
allows gaining space for the workspace.
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Figure 6, illustrates how the tool reconciles the user interface for different devices.
In both cases the functionality and proportion of the menu items are the same. The
gestures that may not be available in some devices are available through menu options.
For instance, moving the map may be done with a gesture and also with the “arrows”
icon shown at the top left of Fig. 6. The same applies to the zoom functionality, which
can be done both with a gesture and using the “magnifying glass” icons.

The combination of mini-maps and snapshots is what integrates the decision-
making process with spatial data management in the e-planning tool. In the one hand,
the mini-maps differentiate the users’ goals according with the three decision-making
stages. In the other hand, the activities are decomposed in successive slots of data
construction.

Visual objects may be copied from one workspace to another using the mini-maps.
This is a critical function because it allows reusing spatial data while accomplish-
ing different decision-making activities. Likewise data synchronization, the copy and
paste operations are performed at a level of granularity that considers snapshots,
not individual objects. Both the current workspace and mini-maps can serve as ori-
gins/destinations of copy/paste operations. The visual objects copied this way preserve
their original geographical references. Figure 7 shows at the right an enlarged view
of the iPhone’s interface. It shows four icons over the snapshots, which are used to
copy and paste data into a mini-map. The “create” option explicitly generates a new
snapshot at the top of the mini-map. The “delete” option eliminates the selected snap-
shot. Therefore users may share, organize and refine their ideas and comments using
mini-maps, managing data granularity with snapshots.

Considering again situation awareness, we observe that navigating the mini-maps
supports comprehension about what activities have been performed by the users,
and navigating the snapshots supports retrospective analysis and projection of those
activities.

The left side of Fig. 7 illustrates several functions allowing users to interact with
a workspace. The one in the background shows the writing function activated. The
one in the foreground shows options for annotating geo-referenced visual objects. The
geo-referenced visual objects created over the map may be deleted, cloned, moved
or annotated with text, images and sketches. In Fig. 6, at the right, an object is being
annotated.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize how the developed tool addresses the CSDM require-
ments discussed in Chapter 3 following the same schema we used for categorizing the
tools reviewed in Sect. 4.

5.4 Implementation Details

The tool was developed in HTML 5 to allow execution in a wide variety of physical
devices, since HTML 5 is a standard supported by most popular browsers available
in smartphones, tablets and laptop computers. This means that users have to contact
a certain URL on a server and a Web page containing HTML tags and JavaScript
will be downloaded and executed in the client. The downloaded code implements
all user-interface interactions described in the previous section. The implementation
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Table 3 How the e-planning tool addresses the CSDM requirements (part one)

R1: sequential view R2: dynamic view

R1.a: explicit
stages

R1.b: sequential
process design

R2.a: feature
classification

R2.b: communication

Ideation workspace
Supports divergent
representation of ideas,
problems and possible
solutions. This
workspace is private.

The tool is organized
according with the
ideation-discussion-
planning
stages.

The tool supports
creating visual objects
over a map. All visual
objects created/modified
in the discussion and
planning workspaces are
shared.

Text and sketches can be
shared in the discussion
and planning
workspaces. They can
be moved/copied
between the ideation,
discussion and planning
workspaces.

Discussion workspace
Supports convergent
discussion of individual
plans externalized by
the participants. This
workspace is shared.

Although this structure
is made explicit to the
participants, the tool
does not enforce it. The
participants may change
from one stage to
another at any time.

For each space, the tool
provides a mini-map.
The mini-map allows
grouping a set of visual
objects according with
the geographical
context.

All other types of
communication must be
supported with other
tools (e.g. voice
communication).

Planning workspace
Supports convergent
development of a final
plan. This workspace is
shared.

Within a workspace, the
users’ sequential
activities are preserved
with snapshots.

Table 4 How the e-planning tool addresses the CSDM requirements (part two)

R3: continuous view

Perception Comprehension Projection

The tool provides feedback
about any object changes
made in shared workspaces.

The mini-maps provide
activity context. In
particular, they support
timelines, grouping objects
according with the time of
their creation.

The tool supports
user-interaction with the
mini-maps, giving a
chronological view of the
activities done by the group.

Properties of mini-maps
(color and thickness)
indicate the current activity.

uses many HTML 5 features, like the Canvas object, to implement freehand drawing,
sketching and geo-positioning features. This means that most of the computing work
is performed in the client side. This is possible because mobile devices nowadays are
powerful enough to perform the required processing and the bottleneck is frequently
related with client-server communication.

In order to implement data synchronization, a centralized approach was adopted.
The server receives events from clients and distributes them to the other clients. It
also keeps a master copy of all data changes done in a working session, which are
necessary to update the clients when they join the session and also to implement
snapshots. In this type of application, the server has to proactively contact the clients
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Fig. 8 Simplified class diagram
of the e-planning client

when new data is received. However, the simple HTTP client-server protocol does
not allow servers to contact clients. The typical solution to this problem consists in
having the clients constantly polling the server. In our implementation, we adopted
a more recent approach supported by Google App Engine (http://code.google.com/
intl/en/appengine/). Google App Engine is a cloud computing service hosting web
applications in Google-managed data centres. This service offers Channel API, which
allows the creation of persistent connections between remote applications and Google
servers, therefore allowing the server to send messages to JavaScript clients in real
time. This approach also integrates well with Google Maps, which we used to deliver
maps to workspaces.

Most part of the developed code runs on the client browsers. A simplified class
diagram of the e-planning tool is shown in Fig. 8. The Client class manages all com-
munication with the servers, which involves downloading maps from the Google Maps
server and sending workspace events to the Google App Engine server. The Client
receives data from the Google App Engine server when a shared workspace is mod-
ified. The Client class interacts with the Mapsketcher object, which manages data
visualization. The Mapsketcher class implements the user interface. The WorkMap
class contains all necessary information for managing the map displayed in the cur-
rent workspace. Objects of Room class store information concerning all instantiated
workspaces. There are as many Room objects as workspaces in use. Each Room object
has an Overlay object, which contains the visual objects created over the map. Only
one such object may be active. Mapsketcher manages that object. The most important
visual objects are from the class Polyline (for sketches) and Marker (for geo-referenced
objects). Finally, an object of the Project class manages the current session.

5.5 Benchmarks

Since we do not have any control over the server’s performance, we wanted to make
some testing on how the system responds when there is a lot of collaborative activity.
This is a critical issue for a system which implements real-time synchronization of
workspaces and where users’ strokes, images and map locations must be shared among
a large number of users in a reasonable time frame.
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Fig. 9 The graphic shows the time required for data synchronization in the e-planning tool with variable
number of users and four different message sizes

For this benchmark we set up an experiment consisting in having clients sending
data every 4 s and using data units representing serialized sketches and markers. We
varied the data size, as well as the number of clients, and we measured the elapsed time
since the client sends the data to the server until it reaches the last client after being
distributed by the server. In order to simplify these measurements, the distribution
algorithm was set to return data to the client that originated it in the last place, after
distributing it first to the other participating clients. Therefore, the time we measured
was the number of milliseconds passed since the client sends the message until it
receives it back. The experiments were performed for messages with sizes of 0.5, 1.0,
2.0 and 4.0 Kb. These are typical sizes for messages generated by the e-planning tool.
We repeated the experiment for settings with 1 up to 25 clients. The results are shown
in Fig. 9.

As expected, the time required for data synchronization significantly increases
with the number of clients. However, it seems the message size does not affect too
much the tool’s performance when the number of clients remains under 20. More-
over, fewer than 15, the response time is in any case less than a second, which seems
more than acceptable for synchronizing distributed work in our collaborative set-
ting. The literature reports that for this kind of work, groups of more than 10 peo-
ple are rather infrequent (Fjermestad and Hiltz 1999). We can therefore conclude
that for the requirements of this research the use of Google App Engine was a good
choice.

6 Synthesis and Discussion

The main contribution of this work is an integrated perspective of the relationships
between spatial data and decision-making support. In fact, from the revised litera-
ture we can see that most geocollaboration tools previously developed are aimed at
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supporting the decision-making process in various ways: in Brewer et al. (2000), the
system is aimed at building a shared understanding of environmental processes in
order to make decisions about measurements to preserve the environmental balance.
The work developed by Capata et al. (2008) aims to support decision making during
crisis situations, while Convertino et al. (2008) was focused on emergency planning.
Curwell et al. (2005) aimed at supporting urban planning. These works however are
more spatial-oriented than decision-oriented. The tools developed by Jankowski et al.
(1997), MacEachren et al. (2006) and Rinner et al. (2008) make the decision-making
process more explicit, although they still do not support sequential process design.

This work goes a step further by analysing the requirements for CSDM and propos-
ing a conceptual model integrating decision-making processes with collaboration sup-
port and spatial data. We also present a tool developed under this perspective.

In order to elaborate the conceptual model, we analyse the decision-making
process from different angles and theoretical backgrounds, emphasizing the dif-
ferent challenges brought by sequential, dynamic and continuous decision-making.
The conceptual model highlights that these three complementary views can be com-
bined: sequential decision-making concerns process design through patterned activi-
ties; dynamic decision-making brings forward the notion that these activities involve
recognition and action; and continuous decision-making highlights the importance of
situation awareness in maintaining dynamic coupling.

From this integrated perspective we extracted a set of critical functions for CSDM:
(1) represent the problem, find alternatives and make choices, which are related with
the sequential view; (2) classify and communicate, which are related with the dynamic
view; and (3) perception, comprehension and projection, which setup the notion of
situation awareness. All these components must interact with spatial data to support
CSDM.

We also highlight several design requirements that developers should consider when
building CSDM tools: supporting decision stages and sequential process design, sup-
porting classification and communication of spatial data, and supporting the percep-
tion, comprehension and projection through spatial data.

Perception emphasizes a cognitive view over the decision-making process. It brings
forward the need to convey information in a way that stimulates decision makers
to enact cognitive functions necessary for action, like identification, interpretation,
selection, task definition, planning and externalization. Comprehension and projection
go even further in the objective to stimulate more complex interpretations about the
spatial data generated by the decision makers.

Classification concerns withholding personal and organizational experiences result-
ing from the confrontation between events and actions, interpretations, choices, and
other constructs. We conceive this requirement as the need to preserve spatial data in
a coherent scaffold that promotes learning and recall.

Communication brings forward the view that decision-making is a collective
endeavor and knowledge must be brought from the individuals to the team. Here
we highlight the need to integrate spatial data with communication-oriented data.

The consideration for decision stages highlights the assumption that decision-
makers should be able to manage the set of activities necessary to reach their goals.
This indicates that CSDM tools should explicitly support decision stages, although
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avoiding prescribed procedures. In the e-planning tool, this flexible management was
supported with mini-maps and snapshots.

Another important contribution of this work is the support to sequential process
design. Our review of the state of the art shows that existing CSDM tools lack support
to sequential process design. We developed workspaces and snapshots to address this
issue, considering in particular how to implement data management, which may be
quite complex in a situation where spatial data must be integrated with other data types
generated by collaboration technology.

We believe that other tools seeking to exploit spatial data in a decision-making
context can adopt such combination of workspaces and snapshots with maps and visual
objects. Nevertheless, more research is necessary to understand several challenges
that emerged during our research work. One challenge is related with integrating
more diverse forms of communication in the tool, especially voice communication.
Specific functionality must be developed to integrate voice messages in workspaces
and snapshots without much additional effort from the users. We have also observed
in our field tests with the tool that the snapshots do not give sufficient cues that they
are supporting a temporal view of the decision-making process, which is significantly
different from the spatial perspective afforded by the workspaces. This may result in
users developing equivocal mental modals. Only extensive experiments with the tool
will allow determining if training is sufficient to overcome this problem.

Another issue to consider is that the tool, although providing a sequential view of
the decision-making process through snapshots, restricts that view to each workspace.
A complete sequential view is not currently supported and further research would be
necessary to understand the best way to accomplish that. We note in particular this
would require improving sequential process design to help the users modelling and
reflecting over their decision making process.
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